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Section 4. Architectural Standards
A. General Purpose and Intent
The primary purposes of the Architectural Standards, working in tandem
with Section 3. Building Form Standards, is to complement and reinforce
the pedestrian environment and street-space of Taft Corners through the
application of high quality materials and architectural designs. These standards
are intended to result in construction that is simple and functional, includes
sustainable elements, and that will result in quality development that uses
durable materials and design. A wide range of architectural expressions, from
traditional to contemporary, can be achieved through these standards. The
character of new building facades, through application of these standards,
should create a cohesive ensemble of buildings within Taft Corners.

These Architectural Standards include basic parameters for functional building 
element configurations and a palette of exterior building materials. In order to 
establish and maintain a sense of place, these standards specify an architectural 
aesthetic of load-bearing walls and regional materials. The standards also specify 
details, such as window proportions, roof or cornice configurations, shopfronts, 
and overhangs. Buildings should reflect and complement the climate as well as 
the traditional materials and techniques of the greater Williston region.

Taft Corners Form-Based Code: 
Sections 1 to 8
1. Introduction & Definitions

2. Regulating Plans

3. Building Form Standards

4. Architectural Standards

5. Public Realm Standards

6. Parking & Loading

7. Building Functions

8. Administration

9. Reserved

B. General Principles

1. Applicability:
a. These standards apply to all new construction within Taft Corners, unless otherwise expressly stated in this

section. See Section 8.9 Administration, Non-Conformities for specific applicability when remodeling or reno-
vating existing structures.

b. Where clearly visible from the street-space:
(i) Many of these standards apply only where clearly visible from the street-space. Note that the definition

of street-space includes parks, squares, and civic greens but not alleys.
(ii) These controls concentrate on the public realm and views from the public realm, and minimize

interference in the private realm. (Note the definition of street-space.) A building element more than
30’ from a required building line or street-space is by definition not clearly visible from the
street-space.  Common or party walls are by definition not clearly visible from the street-space.
An architectural element that is visible only through an opening in a street wall is not clearly visible
from the street-space.

2. Materials
a. All building materials must express their structural properties. For example, stronger and heavier materials

(masonry) should be located below lighter materials (wood). Material changes should occur at logical con-
struction locations (such as at an inside corner).

b. Equivalent or Better and the Approved Alternate Materials List:
Materials, techniques, and product types listed in this Section are prescribed. Where indicated, materials
that are equivalent or better may be proposed by the applicant to the Zoning Administrator for review
according to the Administrative Adjustments process established in Section 8, not including any materials
specifically prohibited in the individual sub-Section. The Zoning Administrator will maintain an Approved
Alternate Materials List, containing materials that have met this standard and are therefore approved under
this section.

3. Hostile Architecture. Devices and configurations designed to prevent the full use and enjoyment of the
architecture and public spaces of Taft Corners, such as: anti-personnel spikes on walls or benches, dividers on
benches, and drip lines above seating areas, are not approved in Taft Corners.
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Building with stone and brick facade

Building with wood clapboard facade Recent all-brick townhouses with significant 
architectural detailing

Wood clapboard building. 

Material change at an interior corner, a logical 
structural location.

Cast iron shopfront with brick second story

Photographs are provided as illustrations of intent, with no regulatory effect. They do not imply that every element in the image is 
approved. Refer to the standards on the following page for the specific requirements of this section.

C. Architectural Standards: Building Walls

1. Purpose and Intent
Building facades define the public realm, or street-space. All walls should express the construction
techniques and structural constraints of their building materials. These standards are intended to achieve simple
configurations and solid craftsmanship.

2. Applicability
The standards in this section apply to all building walls that are clearly visible from the street-space. Where
expressly stated, they also apply to the building elevations.
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3. Primary Façade Materials Permitted
a. Any of the following building materials must be used on a minimum of 75% of the facade area. This mea-

surement is calculated as a percentage of the wall portion of the facade, exclusive of fenestration.
(i) Brick and terra cotta;
(ii) Granite and other natural stone;
(iii) Wood or approved Hardie Plank clapboard siding;
(iv) Vinyl siding (“premium grade, .55mm, or better), only above the ground floor and/or for rowhouse

configurations on any level.
b. Additional materials may be proposed to the Zoning Administrator for review to be added to the Approved

Alternate Materials List, under the equivalent or better standard, see Section B.2.b above.

4. Secondary Materials Permitted
Any of the following materials are approved on a maximum of 25% of the façade area and on all side and rear
elevations.
a. All approved primary materials;
b. Metal (heavy gauge & non-reflective): cast iron, copper, stainless steel (18-8 or better), titanium, and for siding

(shingle and corrugated panels);
c. Stucco (cement plaster); except prefabricated stucco panels and sprayed on stucco finishes which are prohibited;
d. Split-faced block (may be integrally colored);
e. Decorative tile;
f. Shingles, wood or synthetic on the Approved Alternate Materials List;
g. Pre-cast masonry;
h. EIFS (Exterior Insulation and Finishing System) and other durable foam-based products (such as Fypon), may

be used for architectural detailing above the first story - if on the Approved Alternate Materials List.

5. Prohibited Materials
a. Styrofoam;
b. Vinyl (except as noted above) and vinyl trim, and all aluminum siding;
c. Fiber cement panels.
d. Prefabricated stucco panels and sprayed on stucco finishes.

6. Configurations and Techniques Permitted
a. When different materials are used on a facade, heavier materials must be used below lighter materials (i.e.,

stone below brick; brick below metal panel; brick below siding).
b. All masonry, including brick, block, and stone, must be in an apparent load-bearing configuration.
c. Where siding is not mitered at corners, corner boards, minimum 5.25”, must be used on the outside building

corners to conceal raw edges.
d. Wall openings (fenestration) must:

(i) have a vertical dimension at least 1.5 times their horizontal dimension unless otherwise specifically
approved in these standards;

(ii) correspond to the interior space and must not span across building structure such as a floor or wall.
e. Wood Siding and Wood Simulation Materials

(i) Siding must be configured with a maximum board exposure of 8”;
(ii) Board and batten siding must have a maximum board width of 10”;
(iii) Siding and shingles must be smooth, not rough-sawn finish (no shakes or fake wood-grain);
(iv) Must not come in contact with the ground surface.

f. Metal Siding:
(i) Shingles with no dimension greater than 12”;
(ii) Corrugated siding in a horizontal orientation only.

g. All exposed masonry walls (i.e., street walls, garden and other free-standing walls, and parapets) must have
a cap or coping to protect the top of the wall from weather.
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D. Architectural Standards: Roofs, Eaves and Parapets

1. Purpose and Intent
Roofs and parapets are part of the facade composition (its crown or hat) and contribute to the spatial
definition of the street-space. They should demonstrate common-sense recognition of Vermont’s climate with
appropriate pitch, drainage, and materials in order to provide visual coherence to the district.  Roof forms are
not interchangeable. The roof type is integral to the design of the building and its architectural character and the
configuration should be appropriate for the building and its façade.

Building with gable eaves and facade cornice

Cornice - eave

Cornice - overhang

Cornice - overhang 

Cornice - eave

Parapet wall as Dutch Gable

Photographs are provided as illustrations of intent, with no regulatory effect. They do not imply that every element in the image is 
approved.  Refer to the standards on the following page for the specific requirements of this section.

Mansard roof Elaborate parapet walls with projecting corniceCornice - overhang
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2. Applicability
The standards in this section apply to any roof or parapet that is clearly visible from the street-space.

3. Permitted Roofing Materials
a. Tile;
b. Slate, and equivalent or better synthetic materials;
c. Metal, shingle or standing seam, equivalent or better;
d. Dimensional architectural grade composition shingles; or
e. Wood shingles.

3. Prohibited Roofing Materials: corrugated metal

4. Additional Permitted Materials and Elements
a. Cornices and soffits may be comprised of wood or metal.
b. Gutters and downspouts may be vinyl and/or metal.
c. Parapet wall materials, exclusive of copings, must match the building wall.

5. Additional materials may be proposed to the Zoning Administrator for review to be added to the Approved
Alternate Materials List, under the equivalent or better standard, see B.General Principles,2.b above.

6. Configurations and Techniques Allowed
a. Flat roofs are allowed only if the roof is used for:

(i) racking and associated equipment for solar panels;
(ii) building mechanical equipment (see 6.b below);
(iii) private open space; and/or
(iv) a Green Roof.
(v) Portions of the rooftop not being used for the above purposes must conform to b. Pitched Roofs, below.

b. Pitched Roofs
Roof pitch is measured as rise over run. For example, a 4:12 pitched roof increases 4” in height for every 12”
of horizontal distance.
(i) Roofs that cover the main body of a building must have a slope of no less than 5:12 and no more than

14:12.
(ii) The roofs of front porches, stoops, and balconies must have a slope of no less than 3:12 and no

more than 6:12.
(iii) The end walls of a Dutch gable or gambrel roof may extend up above the eaves to form a parapet.
(iv) Pitched roofs, except those on the facade side of the building, may be “cut out” to allow roof access

for terraces and mechanical equipment. The cut out area may not be within 36“of end of the individual
exterior wall or the roof ridge.

c. Mansard Roofs. lower pitch: Min 20:12 Max 40:12, upper pitch: Min 4:12 Max 8:12. Stories configured
as Mansard Roofs count as full stories, and are allowed only for 3rd and higher stories.

d. Overhang Requirements. There must be a distinct overhang/cornice, as follows:
(i) Pitched roofs, within the above parameters, must have a mininmum 24” overhang.
(ii) Parapets must have a cornice, or similar form near the top of the building wall or above the ceiling of the

uppermost story, whose height and projecting depth is not less than 1/15th the height of its facade.
This does not apply to walls on/at common lot lines or side/rear elevations.

e. Other Elements
Roof-mounted equipment is approved only when fully screened from view and is surrounded by either the
building’s parapet wall or a pitched roof per these standards (if a pitched roof, all mechanicals must be below
the roof ridge - if a flat roof, all mechanicals must be below the parapet.
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E. Architectural Standards: Windows and Doors

1. Purpose and Intent
The placement, configuration, type, and size of windows and doors on the facade greatly influences the scale and
character of the street-space. For Storefront frontages, windows allow interplay between the shop interior and
the sidewalk. Commercial functions (especially restaurants and retail establishments) benefit from exposure to the
passers-by and the street-space benefits from the visual activity. For residences, windows foster the “eyes on the
street” surveillance which provides for the security and safety for the area.

shopfront windows with stained glass transom

7

Ground story shopfront and upper story 
double-hung windowsWindows recessed behind facade surfaceDoor with transom and sidelight windows

Grouped windows

Grouped windows

Photographs are provided as illustrations of intent, with no regulatory effect. They do not imply that every element in the image is 
approved. Refer to the standards on the following page for the specific requirements of this section.

Vermont “Witches Window” 
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2. Applicability
The standards in this section apply to any window or door that is clearly visible from the street-space.
Specific requirements and exceptions for shopfronts are provided in section F. Shopfronts, below.

3. Materials
a. Glass panes must be clear, with low reflectivity and light transmission at the ground story of at least 75%.

Shopfront transoms are excluded from this restriction.
b. Doors may be of wood, clad wood, fiberglass, glass, steel, or any combination thereof.
c. Shutter materials may be wood or clad wood.
d. Additional materials may be proposed to the Zoning Administrator for review to be added to the Approved

Alternate Materials List, under the equivalent or better standard, see B.General Principles, 2 above.

4. Configurations and Techniques Permitted
a. All Windows except shopfronts (see F. Shopfronts, below)

(i) Windows must have a vertical dimension at least 1.5 times their horizontal dimension unless otherwise
specifically approved in these standards;

(ii) Windows may be grouped horizontally if each grouping is separated by a mullion, column, pier, or wall
section that is at least 7” wide. A group is limited to a maximum of five windows;

(iii) Windows should be subdivided to provide a pedestrian scale. The maximum dimensions for glass panes
are 60” vertical by 36” horizontal;

(iv) Window panes must be recessed behind the surface of the facade (building wall) a minimum of 2”,
except for bay windows and shopfronts;

(v) Windows must correspond to the clear height within a building and may not span across building
structure such as floor structural and mechanical thicknesses. Windows on different story levels must be
separated by a minimum 24” wall or framing element;

(vi) Window types: single-, double-, and triple-hung, hopper, awning, casement, clerestory, and transom.
(vii) Fixed windows are only approved as part of a window grouping that includes an operable window;
(viii) Snap-in mullions and muntin are approved but not considered in any proportion calculation or

measurements for fenestration;
(ix) Exterior shutters, when used, must be sized and mounted appropriately for the window (one-half the

width);
(x) As required by the applicable building code, egress windows are exempt from these requirements.

b. Ground Story Windows and Doors
(i) Double-height entryways (those that span more than one story) are not approved.
(ii) Town Center, Transitional Neighborhood, and Storefront facade doors may not be recessed more than

3’ behind their facade and, in any case, must have a clear view and path to a minimum 45-degree angle
past the perpendicular from each side of the door into the street-space. Doors may not encroach into
the right-of way when opened (see Diagram A).

c. Upper Story Windows
On all upper stories, a minimum of 40% of the
window area, per story, must be operable.

d. Garage doors
When a lot is adjacent to an alley, any garage
doors must face towards the alley.

e. Measurement:
Windows are measured as glass area including
muntins and similar framing elements with
a dimension of less than 1”. Glazing separated
by framing elements of greater than 1” are
considered separate windows.

Diagram A. shopfront door geometry
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F. Architectural Standards: ShopfrontS

1. Purpose and Intent
Shopfronts enliven the public realm. They improve walkability, with frequent entrances and large display
windows providing transparency and connection between the interior activity and the public sidewalk. Display
windows should be large to allow unimpeded views into the interior of the shop.

2. Applicability
The standards in this section apply to building frontages designated as Storefront on the regulating plan.  They
include more requirements than, and some exceptions to, the standards in Section E. Windows and Doors, above.
Where there is an apparent conflict, these Storefront rules apply. Applicants may use the shopfront standards
for any portion of a Town Center frontage, subject to Zoning Administrator approval.

3. Requirements and Permitted Configurations
a. The bottom of shopfront window glass must be between 1’ and 3’ above the sidewalk and must run from

that sill to a minimum of 9’ above the sidewalk. Materials per Section C. Building Walls must be used below
the window sill.

b. Prefabricated garage doors are not approved for Storefront Frontages - purpose-built storefront windows that
are movable are approved.

c. Shopfront window and door glass must be clear, with light transmission of at least 75%. Transom glass may
be tinted, obscured, stained, or glass block.

d. Individual panes of glass in shopfronts must be no larger than 11’ in height and 6’ in width.
e. Shopfront windows and doors may not be made opaque by window treatments, except by operable sun-

screen devices within the interior.  A minimum of 75% of the fenestration must allow views into the
interior for a depth of at least 15’.

f. Shopfront doors must have at least 60% glass. Solid and opaque doors are prohibited.
g. Shopfront doors must be distinguished by features such as: transom windows, awnings or canopies, or a

recessed entryway.
h. Shopfronts must be differentiated from the facade above by a projection or string course, with a minium

relief of 2” and minimum vertical width of 5”, between each shopfront and the window-sill level of the
second story.

Photographs are provided as illustrations of intent, with no regulatory effect. They do not imply that every element in the image is 
approved.  Refer to the standards on the following page for the specific requirements of this section.
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G. Architectural Standards: AwningS and CAnopieS

1. Purpose and Intent
Awnings and canopies provide protection from the elements and create shade and shadow on the building,
enhance the three dimensional quality, add interest, and can help emphasize a primary building entrance.  Open
ended awnings are preferred to make blade signs and transom windows more visible from the sidewalk.

2. Applicability
The standards in this section apply to any awning or canopy that is clearly visible from the street-space.

3. Materials
a. Awning must be made of commercial-grade fabric and may be either fixed or retractable. High-gloss,

plasticized, shiny or reflective materials are prohibited.
b. Canopy framing must be constructed of either metal or wood.
c. Canopy roofing materials, where clearly visible from the street-space, may be: metal standing

seam (5V crimp or equivalent), slate, glass, or durable fabric. Solar panels are approved, subject to Zoning
Administrator approval.

d. Additional materials may be proposed to the Zoning Administrator for review to be added to the Approved
Alternate Materials List, under the equivalent or better standard, see B.General Principles, 2.b above.

4. Configurations Permitted
a. Awnings and canopies must not interfere with utilities, street trees, or other important ROW elements.
b. Any fabric covering for awnings or canopies must be removeable or retractable.
c. Awnings and canopies may be used only if they shade/correspond to windows or doors.
d. Awning and canopy overhangs must have a minimum of nine’ clear height above the sidewalk and be

minimum of five feet (5’) deep, measured from the façade. The maximum depth is to back-of-curb or the
tree lawn edge, whichever is less.  (subject to approval by the Zoning Administrator).

e. Back-lighting or internal illumination through the awning or canopy is not approved.
f. Snow management devices such as snow-dogs are approved.
g. Canopies must be mounted to the building wall and supported either from below by brackets or from above

by cables or chains (minimum 3/8”), or be structurally integrated with the building.
Photographs are provided as illustrations of intent, with no regulatory effect. They do not imply that every element in the image is 
approved.  Refer to the standards above for the specific requirements of this section.
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H. Architectural Standards: fACAde Composition for Large Building Frontages

1. Intent
These are design parameters for large buildings to ensure that they create a positive pedestrian environment.

2. Applicability
These standards maintain a pedestrian scale, even where the scale of development is quite large. They apply to
the first three stories of the facade on building lots with 120’ or more of frontage on a block face.  This
conservatively covers the distance within which one can discern a human face from the street. Lots with street
frontage of less than 120’ on a block face are exempt from this rule for that block face, but must still include at
least one functioning pedestrian street entry and meet all other applicable building form standards.

3. Facade Composition
The facade composition rule is intended to maintain a pedestrian-friendly scale. “Façade composition” is
the arrangement and proportion of facade materials and elements (windows, doors, columns, pilasters, bays).
“Complete and discrete” distinguishes one part of the facade from another much as would two distinct building
facades.
a. For each block face, facades along the required

building line must present a complete and discrete
vertical facade composition for the street-space,
at no greater than the following average street
frontage lengths:
(i) 60’ for Storefront frontages;
(ii) 75’ for Town Center, Transitional

Neighborhood, and Strollable Neighborhood
frontages.

These are average frontage length maximums; the facade 
may be composed of bays of different sizes to achieve the 
average; uniform spacing is not desired. 

b. Each facade composition must include at least
one functioning street entry door.

c. The facade composition requirement may be satis-
fied by liner shops, which are shallow shops located
in front of larger footprint uses such as grocery
stores or Structured Parking.

d. To achieve a complete and discrete vertical facade
composition within a block face the applicant
must demonstrate that at least four of the following
features that distinguish one facade composition
from the next are included:
(i) Different fenestration proportions of at least

20% in height or width or height:width ratio.
(See Diagram 1.)

(ii) Different facade configurations, through a
change in architectural features, such as facade
elements, bay rhythm, cornice line, articulation,
or detailing; change in the wall plane alone is
insufficient. (See Diagram 2.)

(iii) Change in wall material; color changes alone are
insufficient.

(iv) Change in total fenestration percentage with
a minimum difference of 12%. Ground floor
facades are not included.

(v) Clearly different ground story facade composition,
using framing material and fenestration proportions.

e. No facade composition may be less than 20’ wide.

Diagram 2. Illustration of facade configurations with 
a clearly different rhythm 

Diagram 1. Illustration of different fenestration proportions
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I. Architectural Standards: Street Walls and Fences

1. Purpose and Intent
The street-space is physically defined by buildings, walls, or fences. Land should be clearly public or private; in
the public view or private and protected.

Street walls establish a clear edge to the street-space where there is no building.  These requirements include
masonry walls that define outdoor spaces and separate the street-space from the private realm (e.g. utility
meters, parking lots, gardens, trash cans, equipment, and employee break areas). All street wall faces should be
designed as is the building façade, with the finished side out (i.e. the “better” side facing the street-space).

street wall with gate

street wall with gates shielding service area from public realm

street wall with climbing vines  

Not approved—no street wall and parking visible from the street-space

street wall with door  

Photographs are provided as illustrations of intent, with no regulatory effect. They do not imply that every element in the image is 
approved. Refer to the standards on the following page for the specific requirements of this section.

street wall defining private garden or courtyard  
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2. Applicability
The following standards apply to all street walls and fences that are clearly visible from the street-space.

3. Materials
a. Walls

(i) Brick;
(ii) Granite or other natural stone
(iii) Stucco on masonry (such as concrete block or poured concrete)
(iv) A combination of materials, e.g., stone piers with brick infill panels, masonry with iron or steel.

b. Gates and Fenestration
(i) Metal, including wrought iron, welded steel and/or electro-plated black aluminum; may also be used for

fenestration in the wall itself; or
(ii) Wood.

c. Dooryard and Privacy Fences
(i) Wood;
(ii) Wrought iron or metal that faithfully imitates wrought iron;
(iii) Dimensional composite material (synthetic and composite woods); or
(iv) A combination of any of the above materials with masonry piers.
(v) Rolled fencing (such as chain link) is prohibited where clearly visible from the street-space.

d. Additional materials may be proposed to the Zoning Administrator for review to be added to the Approved
Alternate Materials List, under the equivalent or better standard, see B.General Principles,2  above.

4. Configurations and Techniques Permitted
Permitted configurations and techniques (See also Section 3. Building Form Standards):
a. Street walls:

(i) built to the height and length specified in the applicable building form standard.
(ii) taller than 4’  are subject to the fenestration requirements of the applicable bfs frontage; those lower

than  4’   may use the fenestration parameters.
(iii) longer than 40’ must include built-in seating, minimum 10’, approved by the Zoning Administrator.

b. Dooryard Fences and Privacy Fences:
(i) the “finished side” must face the street or adjacent property;
(ii) dooryard fences must be at least 1/3 open and not solid. Wooden picket boards should not be more

than 3.75” wide and set so that the space between them is not more than 3” wide.
c. Dooryard Walls:

All masonry, including brick, block, and stone, must be in an apparent load-bearing configuration and meet
the standards of C. Building Walls, 3-4 above.

street walls with coping and wrought iron along an unbuilt street frontage. street wall as Green Wall
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J. Architectural Standards: Entry Features, front porCheS, StoopS and CAnopieS

1. Purpose and Intent
Building entries are the front door of a building and provide a connection between the building interior and the
outside, public activity. They also establish a clear hierarchy and focal point for the building.  Entries should be
scaled appropriately to the size of the building.

Rowhouses with entry stoops

Town Center building entry with stoop and canopy with balcony above.

rowhouses with a clear entries Small Apartment Building with a forecourt entry 

Photographs are provided as illustrations of intent, with no regulatory effect. They do not imply that every element in the image is 
approved.  Refer to the standards on the following page for the specific requirements of this section.

Small Apartment Building with a front porch entry 
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2. Applicability
The standards in this section apply to all building facade entries within Taft Corners.

3. Materials
Permitted materials for front porches, stoops, and other entry features: (For awning and canopy materials, see
Section G. Awnings and Canopies, above.)
a. Foundation walls and piers of stucco, stone, split-faced concrete block, pre-cast or poured concrete with a

smooth finish, or brick.
b. Porch posts, piers, columns or pilasters of wood, or approved fiber cement product, stone, stucco, or brick.
c. Balustrades of: wood, which must be finished (painted or stained, no raw lumber); wrought iron, large section

aluminum; or Zoning Administrator approved synthetic, which must be paintable.
d. Privacy lattice (max 1” openings) enclosing open foundations.
e. Additional materials may be proposed to the Zoning Administrator for review to be added to the Approved

Alternate Materials List, under the equivalent or better standard, see B.General Principles, above.

4. Configurations Permitted
Entries should be distinguished by variations in facade design, materials, and articulation that clearly identifies
the entrance.
a. Spacing between columns, piers or posts must be no wider than 1.33 times their height (for example, 9’ tall

posts must not be more than 12’ apart).
b. All required front porches must be roofed, with supporting posts, brackets, piers or columns and railings.

Stoops may have a canopy or awning covering. The awning or canopy may be supported columns or posts
as described in a., above, or hung from the facade by chains or wires of not less than 3/8” diameter.

c. The minimum dimension or diameter for single columns or posts is 6.25”, if paired/doubled, the minimum
dimension is 4”.  Turned posts are allowed to have minor portions with a diameter that are as much as 1/3rd
below the minimum. Supporting masonry bases have a 8”minimum dimension, and pilasters must be at least
8” wide x 1” in depth from the facade.

d. Pediments, or any other entry architectural detailing, must extrude at least 4” from the facade and completely
span the entry opening.

e. Canopies must completely cover the stoop they are overhanging.
f. Balusters and railings must be a minimum dimension of 1/2”, maximum 4”, with a max. 3” clear space be-

tween them. They must sit on and be attached to the front porch or stoop floor’s top surface, they may not
be attached to it’s joists or the side of the platform.

g. Front porches or stoops with railings/balustrades must be at least 30” in height above their floor and fully
surround the front porches or stoop excepting a maximum 6’ wide front opening and (separate) side open-
ing for any side access.

h. Porch screen frames may only be mounted behind the columns, posts or piers and intermediate screen sup-
ports not less than 50” apart.

5. Techniques
Required front porches or stoops may be open in any direction. The elevation facing the street(s) must not be
enclosed (except by insect screening) above a level of 40” above the front porch or stoop floor.

Intent Illustration. canopies and awnings Intent Illustration. Entry with canopy/balcony 
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K. Architectural Standards: Lighting and Mechanical

1. Purpose and Intent
These standards are intended to enhance the urban pedestrian context.
Appropriate lighting is desirable for night-time visibility, safety, and
decoration. However, lighting that is too bright or intense creates glare,
hinders night vision, and creates light pollution. Restricting the location
of mechanical equipment limits intrusions that would otherwise detract
from the public realm.  All street lights within Taft Corners should be
pedestrian-scaled.  Highway-scale, ‘cobra-head,’ fixtures are generally
not appropriate for true urban contexts and should be limited to
intersections where absolutely necessary.

2. Applicability
The standards in this section apply to all private parcels in Taft Corners.
Additional exceptions may be made to comply with state highway
standards where necessary.

Not approved, visible from the street-space

Not approved within the street-space

Not approved, visible from the street-space

The illustrations above are examples of mechanical equipment 
arrangements that are only acceptable away from and/or not visible from a 
street-space (i.e. within an alley or screened from view).

Pedestrian-scale street lights

Photographs are provided as illustrations of intent, with no regulatory effect. They do 
not imply that every element in the image is approved.  Refer to the standards on the 
following page for the specific requirements of this section.
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3. Exterior Lighting Allowed
a. Lighting elements with a spectrum of light between 2,600K and 6,100K Kelvin Color Temperature.  Light-

ing elements that cast a perceptively unnatural spectrum of light (such as low pressure sodium).  These stan-
dards may be updated by the Zoning Administrator as technologies advance and produce lighting elements
that may be added to the Approved Alternate Materials List, under the equivalent or better standard, see
B.General Principles, above.

b. Pedestrian-scale Streetlights must be:
(i) coordinated with any adopted Streetscape Plan and the Department of Public Works and;
(ii) located on each side of the street-space; (See Section 5. Public Realm Standards) and
(iii) coordinated with street tree placement and located at least 10’ apart from any street tree.

c. Site and Accent Lighting
These standards are intended to prevent light from one property extending beyond the property line onto
adjacent properties. Compliance with this subsection is achieved with fixture shielding, directional control
designed into the fixture, fixture location, fixture height, fixture aim, or a combination of these methods.

(i) Site lighting must be designed to illuminate only the lot. If mounted on poles, lights must not be mounted
higher than 25’ above grade. An exterior lighting plan must be approved as consistent with these standards
by the Zoning Administrator.

(ii) Floodlighting or directional lighting is prohibited except for lighting of flags, statues, loading and service
areas, and on civic buildings or monuments, to highlight architectural features (such as cupolas,
towers, or courthouse domes1), must not produce glare into neighboring windows or light trespass into
neighboring properties. Floodlights are not approved for parking lots or outdoor display/storage areas.

(iii) All under-canopy lights or lights mounted in eaves must either be recessed into the canopy/eave and fully
shielded or use flat lenses instead of drop lenses.

(iv) Lights within ground floor commercial space or shopfronts may be used to illuminate the interior space
and/or window displays and must not be directed outward into the street-space.

(v) Floodlights, when approved, must be aimed no higher than forty five degrees (45°) from vertical; be
located and shielded such that the bulb is not directly visible from any adjacent residential use or public
right of way.

(vi) Exterior lights on the building must be shielded and downcast or must be frosted glass or be installed
behind a translucent cover. Exterior lights must be maximum 100-watt incandescent or maximum 1600
lumens. Lights on the facade must be mounted between 8’ and 12’ above the adjacent sidewalk These
fixtures must illuminate the dooryard and clear sidewalk area.  Lights on the alley have a 12 foot
maximum height.  These fixtures must illuminate the alley and may also illuminate a portion of their
own rear yard area. They must not direct light or cause glare into neighboring lots.

(vii) High intensity discharge (HID) or fluorescent lights must not be used on the exterior of buildings
(viii) Lighting for Structured Parking must satisfy Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design

(CPTED standards.
(ix) Temporary holiday lighting is exempt from these regulations.

4. Mechanical Equipment
a. All mechanical equipment located at grade (serving the building or tenant use) must be placed behind and

away from any required building line and screened by a street wall if necessary to prevent its being
clearly visible from the street-space.

b. All mechanical equipment on a roof must be screened, and all screening and penthouses placed on a roof
must be set back from the roof line by a distance at least equivalent to the height of the screening in order to
minimize visibility from surrounding streets and have a maximum height of 18’.

1 Note of Intent: intent is to allow all civic building towers such as bell towers, minarets, steeples, etc.  
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L. Architectural Standards: Signage

1. Purpose and Intent
Signs in Taft Corners should be scaled and designed for this pedestrian-
oriented context and not for high speed automobile traffic. Signage
along commercial and mixed-use frontages should be durable. While
signage is desirable for both informational purposes and as decoration,
signage that is too large creates distraction, intrudes into or lessens the
district experience, and creates visual clutter.

Photographs are provided as illustrations of intent, with no regulatory effect. They do 
not imply that every element in the image is approved. Refer to the standards on the 
following page for the specific requirements of this section.

Neon sign within the shopfront window

Window sign

Parapet sign

Wall sign

Horizontal blade sign

Wall sign
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2. Applicability
The standards in this section apply to any sign that is clearly visible
from the street-space in Taft Corners.

3. General Standards for All Signs
All signage must conform to the requirements ofWilliston Unified
Development Bylaw except as provided for below.
a. Only sign types specified in this section are approved.
b. Prohibited: Billboards, roof signs, and mural signs painted on fa-

çades (except those existing prior to [date of code adoption].
c. Signs may be illuminated externally from a constant light source.

Signs may not be illuminated by flashing, traveling, animated, or
intermittent lighting, whether such lighting is of temporary or long-
term duration.

d. Internally illuminated back-lit acrylic-faced cabinet signs and
plastic-faced letterform signs are not approved.

e. Signs may not include an Electronic Message Center (EMC) unless
explicitly approved below.

4. Wall Signs
a. Are only approved within the sign band—the horizontal area on

the facade between the first floor ceiling and the second story
floor line. For one-story buildings, the sign band is above the
windows and below the cornice. In no case may this band be higher
than 20’ or lower than 10’ above the adjacent sidewalk.

b. Must not exceed 20’ in length, 90% of the shopfront or indivdual
business’s width, whichever is less,  Wall Signs must not come
closer than 2’ to a building corner.

c. Must not extend over the architectural features of the building
facade, such as cornices, pilasters, transoms, window trim, and
similar.

d. A masonry or bronze plaque may be placed in the building’s cor-
nice or parapet wall or under the eaves, and above the upper story
windows. Any such plaque must be no larger than a rectangle of 18
square feet.

5. Murals as Public Art are approved, subject to Section WDB 25.11
Public Art and approval by the Zoning Administrator, on the other
exterior walls including: side, rear, courtyard, and Street Walls).

6. Projecting Signs are generally perpendicular to the required building
line. Projecting blade signs, marquee signs, and corner signs are
approved for shopfront frontages and/or retail uses only.
a. One blade sign per shopfront is approved. They:

(i) Must not project from the sign band, or be hung from a
ground story overhang, canopy, or awning;

(ii) Must not be no more than 6 square feet;
(iii) Must not project from the building no more than 42”;
(iv) Must be a minimum of 8’ clear above the sidewalk;
(v) Must not extend above the second story floor elevation.

Wall sign within sign band

Masonry parapet sign
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canopy sign

awning signs and wall signs

(vi) may be located no closer than 5’ from a common lot line
or adjacent shopfront space and no closer than 10’ from any
adjacent blade sign; and

(vii) may not be internally illuminated.
b. Marquee signs are signs integrated with an entry canopy. They:

(i) are only approved with a theater use;
(ii) may project to the far edge of the clear sidewalk; and
(iii) may include an EMC within the sign band area.

7. Window Signs
a. No more than 25% of any ground story window may be covered

by signage, and such signage must not be placed or adhered to the
window in a manner that prevents views into the shopfront.

b. One neon sign is allowed per shopfront window, maximum 5
square feet and 1 per window.

c. No more than 10% of any upper story window may be covered
with signs.

8. Other Signs
a. Temporary sandwich board signs of up to 42” in height are

approved within the dooryard area.
b. Awning signs are approved. Sign copy on awnings is limited to 6”

in height on the outside edge/vertical face of the awning.

c. Canopy signs (not including marquee signs, which are regulated
separately) are allowed on the canopy face or mounted upright
along the top of the canopy with the bottom of the sign no more
than 4” above the canopy. Canopy signs may extend no more
than 90% of the length of the canopy and be no more than 20”
in height. Signs mounted on the face of a canopy must maintain a
minimum of 3” spacing between the sign and the top and bottom
of the canopy face. No more than 1 canopy sign is allowed per
shopfront and a canopy sign is not allowed on a shopfront that
has a marquee sign.

d. Directional signage as defined in this chapter is allowed for
assisting traffic flow through allowed drive-through facilities.

9. Freestanding Signs
No new freestanding signs are approved after [date of code adoption].

Marquee sign


